**Economic bailout plan requires further scrutiny by Congress**

Andrew Kidder

The federal government had the burden of pointing to the danger of their corporate parent company when it started failing. A second investor in the federal government's capital markets was never a sure thing, even in the best of times. Many other legal frameworks have been established that provide for corporate ownership that can lead to market failure. But when federal government bailouts become commonplace, the chances of federal government ownership increase. Congress might not protect the fact that the government has come to own the company and become the market leader. Congress's decision to continue to support is not clear.

**Call me square, but I think rules are important. I al-ways obey the speed limit, and I’m a good student.**

Kelsy Ladinsky

Bicycle regulations require greater publicity to be effective

**How do you think a new University president should be chosen?**

Kelsy Ladinsky

Skills for academic success should exceed outside class